
KILN LOG date: __________________ 
 

The electric kiln is manually controlled during a firing and training is required to fire the kiln.  The 
length of a firing typically ranges between 7 to 9 hours and the kiln reaches temperatures of nearly 
1000 ℃! Two people are responsible for each firing to ensure a safe experience for all.  
Be mindful and do not leave the kiln unattended for longer than 1 hour while firing.   

 
FIRED BY 
Name:  __________________________________   Name: ___________________________________ 

(has supervised at least 3 firings) Contact number:  ___________________________ 

 
FIRING  (circle one)  CONES FIRING TIME 
bisque  or  glaze witness  010   08   06   05   04   03 Start at  ___:___ 

kiln sitter  010   08   06   05   04   03 End at   ___:___ 
     (circle in which peep)   top      bottom Total time: 

______ hrs 
SAFETY CHECK  
➩   Not wearing very loose fitting clothes during firing. PAYMENT AMOUNT 
➩   There is nothing combustible under or around the kiln (within 12”). suggested $1 / hr 
➩   The ventilation fan is on (needs to be plugged in to turn on).  
➩   Timer is set for a maximum of 10 hours. $ ________ 

 

FIRING 
STAGE 

DESCRIPTION  NOTES START 
TIME 

INITIAL 

Candle Both dials on low; lid is propped; 
peeps are closed (~1 HR) 

   

Low Both dials on low; lid is closed; 
peeps are closed (~1HR) 

 
 

  

Middle  Turn both dials to 4 for 1hr and 
incrementally up by 1 each hour 
after up to 6.  Watch for a dull 
glow in the peeps. 

 
 

  

 
 

  

High Once dull glow is visible turn 
both dials up to HIGH and turn 
off fan.  Check every half hour 
for colour glow (red-orange to 
bright orange).  

 
 
 
 

  

 
FINAL FIRING TEMPERATURE (circle)  010  08  06  05  04  03  02 
 

Contact Dorota at 902 418 8433 or Lothlorien at 613 265 1098  
if there are any problems or concerns during a firing. 



 


